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wisdom they knew that, as between prisoner and jailer, the
prisoner will always in the end escape, since he has nothing
else to do but plan escapes, whilst the jailer must have
sleep and recreation whilst this watchfulness fails; so the
smallest of states bent on the destruction of another larger
Empire will, most times, have its will. England may oppress
Ireland for hundreds of years or the North plunder the
South for a quarter of a century, but in the end their wills
fail; Austria may for three hundred years oppress and
extinguish all national aspirations in Italy, but the day
comes when Italy, a nation, will take most of Austria that
is worth having and on its inhabitants practice the oppression
that Austria practised aforetime. These things are inevitable.
The Traders knew that, too. In addition there is a quality
universal to all great congeries of men. Quite apart from the
danger of having barbarous hordes at the gates of your
Empire, it will seem unfitting to you that barbarous hordes
should exist at all* Their existence is out of tune with the
Universe, a note of discord in the Cosmos. You will feel an
unceasing itch to convert them to better ways.
If you happen to be ourselves of to-day or of the spirit of
Cristoforo you will set about these conversions with fire and
sword. With the Big Stick you will take up the White Man's
Burden. You will send out punitive expeditions; you will
slay; you will root out villages. Then when you have enslaved
a population you will force on it a cult as unsuitable to its
climate as will be the clothes that you will force it to
wear in the name of morality. You will export to that land
your roughest and most barbarous citizens; your penniless
younger sons; your dipsomaniacs and criminals. It is ten
to one that that last habit alone will tend towards the
dismemberment of your Empire. Either they will cut loose
from you or, in order to retain them, you must keep your
mentality and your civilization for ever at the level of those
semi-barbarians of your breed. And, in the end, as in the
case of Africa, a tortured continent whose protecting
Destiny has always at last sent flails and pestilence to its
oppressors^ you will find your ruin coming from the lands
you have taken.

